
TIPS SHEET - FRANCE MEETING WEDNESDAY, 24 APR 2024

RACE 1 8:47 PM  |  $14,000  |  MARSEILLE-BORELY  |  1700m
 	11	 DENIA (IRE) Was prominent last time and finished strongly for a close third over 2000m. Winning 

chance.

 	 4	 SLEEPY SUZY (FR) Ultra consistent galloper and who can play a part in the finish.

 	 7	 COLBY CHOP (FR) Average effort last start when 7th from 12 runners and beaten 4.94 lengths over 
2000m. Expect to improve here.

 	 6	 LES ALDUDES (FR) Didn’t inspire again last start, beaten 15.56 lengths over 2000m. Better than recent 
runs suggest.

 	 3	 LAKE NAIVASHA (IRE) Has the apprentice jockey claims.

RACE 2 9:22 PM  |  $16,000  |  MARSEILLE-BORELY  |  1200m
 	 4	 HY DREAM (FR) Narrowly beaten last start when only 0.81 lengths over 1200m. Big chance to score 

here.

 	10	 NOBLE AMBER (FR) Better run last start, beaten 1.56 lengths into over 1400m. Genuine chance on the 
back of the last effort.

 	 5	 RED TORCH Possesses sufficient speed and boasts three victories over 1200m. Didn’t go 
unnoticed when 5th over 1500m in a PSF handicap at Marseille-Vivaux.

 	 8	 VANILLE BLEUE (FR) Solid effort last start, beaten 1.00 lengths into second over 1500m. Among the 
chances.

 	 6	 MAMMALINA (FR) Consistent mare supplemented for this engagement after finishing 4th in a 1500m 
PSF conditions race and returning over a shorter distance can only benefit it.

RACE 3 9:57 PM  |  $20,000  |  MARSEILLE-BORELY  |  1200m
 	 2	 BLACK FALCON (FR) Great horse and jockey partnership, expect a good showing.

 	 4	 ACCLAM (FR) Solid effort last start, beaten 1.50 lengths into second over 1500m. Among the 
chances.

 	10	 DON FALCO (FR) Last start winner who retains form, will be handy here.

 	 5	 MONSIEURVALCHOP (FR) Was prominent last time and finished strongly for a close third over 1200m.

 	 3	 CALIFANO (FR) Winner of last two starts and is a big chance to make it 3 in a row.


